The Earth Block Village will open source all the same sustainability and infrastructure details as the City Center and Earthbag Village, plus a diversity of additional shared spaces. Residents will be open-source replicable as individual homes, the complete village, or even as components of much larger village designs.

Additional open source shared spaces will include:
- Residential Spaces
- Indoor Classrooms
- Indoor Offices
- Indoor Massage Rooms
- Large-scale Kitchen
- Indoor Event and Meeting Spaces
- Games Lounge
- Outdoor Playground
- Earth Block Meditation Labyrinth
- Earth Block Amphitheater
- Earth Block Japanese Gardens
- All other Earth Block Landscaping Elements
- And More...

View the Online Open Source Hub: www.onecommunityglobal.org/compressed-earth-block-village

Earth Block Residences, Classrooms, and Public Spaces

Events, Education, & Exercise Classrooms

Office Spaces & Consultation Rooms

Resident & Visitor Housing

ADA Compliant Housing

Large-Scale Kitchen & Dining Hall

Massage & Therapy Room

Second-Floor Main Events & Meeting Space

Second-Floor Game Lounge & Meeting Space

Rooftop Recreation Area